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Scenario: Some strange things have been happening at the museum and items have been going missing from the 

different exhibits! But don’t worry, the Adventurers are on the case! They will travel to the Jurassic era and learn 

about dinosaurs, then they will mix with the Pharaohs of Ancient Egypt before blasting to the future to take a look 

at the world of tomorrow!  Will they solve the mystery and help replace the ancient artefacts? 

Day 1: The museum mystery! 

 Introduction and ice-breaker games 

 Receive a letter and accept the challenge! 

 Look around the museum to assess the situation 

Skills focus: For 7-8 years old: Presenting yourself, asking questions, ordinal and cardinal numbers, giving and 
following directions. For 9-10 years old: More complex directions 
 

Day 2: Dinosaur days! 

 Describing and differentiating dinosaurs 

 What can the dinosaurs do? 

 Make a Jurassic craft 

Skills focus: For 7-8 years old: Descriptive and comparative adjectives, 
expressing abilities. For 9-10 years old: Justifying an opinion, superlatives. 
 

Day 3: Walk like an Egyptian 

 Travel to Ancient Egypt as a tourist 

 What are you doing and what can you see? 

 Crack a Hieroglyphic message and create your own 

Skills focus: For 7-8 years old: tourist vocabulary, present continuous, I would like. For 9-10 years old: Practice 
with all pronouns. 

 

Day 4: The Land of Tomorrow 

 What do you think life will be like in the future? 

 Design futuristic transport 

 Write yourself a letter 

Skills focus: For 7-8 years old: travel, transport, 
expressing opinions, introduction to the future simple. 
For 9-10 years old: using the future. 
 
Day 5: Time’s up! 

 Listen to a very important letter about the mystery 

 Solve the mystery and return the artefacts 

 Revision games and consolidation 

 Presentation for parents (if health restrictions permit) 

Skills focus: prepositions of place, consolidation of language 
and structures from the week. 

Stage April 2022 ● Juniors 

7 à 10 ans ● Time Travellers  
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